Hot Topics

**Domestic violence** [1]

Looks at the prevalence of domestic violence and the legal framework that deals with offenders and victims, including AVOs.

**Courts and tribunals** [2]

An overview of Australia’s court system, federal and state, and how it fits within the legal system.
**Voting and elections** [3]

Explains the key features of our electoral laws, who can vote, who can stand for election, and how votes are counted.

---

**You and your lawyer** [4]

Find out about the role of lawyers, how to work with a lawyer, lawyers' duties, ethics, costs and complaints.

---

**Australian legal system** [5]

An overview of the Australian legal system, covering how law is made, what the law deals with and the roles of the
legislature, judiciary and executive.

**Human rights** [6]

An overview of human rights law from its origins and sources through to the development of modern human rights law.

**International humanitarian law** [7]

Find out about international humanitarian law, the branch of international law that deals with armed conflict.